Ultralong 1D Vacancy Channels for Rapid Atomic Migration during 2D Void Formation in Monolayer MoS2.
High-energy irradiation of materials can lead to void formation due to the aggregation of vacancies, reducing the local stress in the system. Studying void formation and its interplay with vacancy clusters in bulk materials at the atomic level has been challenging due to the thick volume of 3D materials, which generally limits high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. The thin nature of 2D materials is ideal for studying fundamental material defects such as dislocations and crack tips and has potential to reveal void formation by vacancy aggregation in detail. Here, using atomic-resolution in situ transmission electron microscopy of 2D monolayer MoS2, we capture rapid thermal diffusion of S vacancies into ultralong (∼60 nm) 1D S vacancy channels that initiate void formation at high vacancy densities. Strong interactions are observed between the 1D channels and void growth, whereby Mo and S atoms are funneled back and forth between the void edge and the crystal surface to enable void enlargement. Preferential void growth up to 100 nm is shown to occur by rapid digestion of 1D S vacancy channels as they make contact. These results reveal the atomistic mechanisms behind void enlargement in 2D materials under intense high-energy irradiation at high temperatures and the existence of ultralong 1D vacancy channels. This knowledge may also help improve the understanding of void formation in other systems such as nuclear materials, where direct visualization is challenging due to 3D bulk volume.